
The Farmer and his Sons
One day, there was an old farmer who had worked 

hard all his life. He was very ill.  He had three sons. 

He wanted them to be good farmers. He said to them, 

“There is a treasure in my land. Promise me that 

you will look for it.” Sadly, the father died. The sons 

looked for the treasure. They dug and dug the soil.  

“What will we find?” they said to each other. Soon, 

they had dug up all of the land. They had not found 

any treasure. They were upset. “All that hard work for nothing!” they said.

1. Find and copy the word that the author used to describe 

how the sons were feeling when they did not find the 

treasure.

            

2. How many sons did the farmer have?                                       
Tick one answer.

4. Number the steps below from 1 to 4 to show the order 
they happen in the explanation.

3. Why do you think the sons ‘dug and dug’ in the soil?

            

               

two three four

The sons dug and dug.

The sons couldn’t find the treasure.         The farmer told his sons to 

look for some treasure.

The farmer sadly died.



The Farmer and his Sons - Answers

1. Find and copy the word that the author used to describe how the sons 

were feeling when they did not find the treasure.

upset           

2. How many sons did the farmer have?                                       

Tick one answer.

4. Number the steps below from 1 to 4 to show the order they happen in 
the explanation.

3. Why do you think the sons ‘dug and dug’ in the soil?

Any explanation that refers to their extra effort to find the treasure, 

and, because they didn’t want to give up searching.

two three four

3 The sons dug and dug.

4 The sons couldn’t find the treasure.         1 The farmer told his sons to 

look for some treasure.

2 The farmer sadly died.
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Down on the Farm
Down on the farm, there are animals to see;

Come quick and meet them! Just follow me!

There’s Clemmie the cow, who likes to give milk,

and Harry the horse with fur soft as silk.

Gertie the goat has two horns that are tough

and Percy the pig has pink skin that is rough.

There’s David the dog who herds in the sheep

and Timmy the turkey in a tree fast asleep. 

There’s Daisy the duck with a very loud quack

and Sammy the sheep with a soft woolly back.

Gita the goose has a beak sharp and hard.

Charlie the chicken pecks seeds from the yard. 

Down on the farm, there are animals to see;

Come quick and meet them! Just follow me!



Down on the Farm Questions
1. Who has pink skin that is rough? Tick one. 

   Clemmie

   Gita

   Percy

2. Who has a very loud quack? Tick one. 

   Daisy

   Sammy

   David

3. Who likes to give milk? Tick one. 

   Harry

   Clemmie

   Charlie

4. Who pecks seeds from the yard? Tick one. 

   Charlie

   Gita

   Timmy

5. Who has a soft woolly back? Tick one. 

   Timmy

   Sammy

   Harry
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Down on the Farm Answers
1. Who has pink skin that is rough? Tick one. 

   Clemmie

   Gita

   Percy

2. Who has a very loud quack? Tick one. 

   Daisy

   Sammy

   David

3. Who likes to give milk? Tick one. 

   Harry

   Clemmie

   Charlie

4. Who pecks seeds from the yard? Tick one. 

   Charlie

   Gita

   Timmy

5. Who has a soft woolly back? Tick one. 

   Timmy

   Sammy

   Harry
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Down on the Farm Questions
1. Which animal in the poem has two tough horns? Tick one. 

   Timmy

   Sammy

   Gertie

2. Which animal in the poem has a soft woolly back? Tick one. 

   Clemmie

   Sammy

   Harry

3. Match the animal to what they do in the poem.

David pecks seeds from the yard

Timmy herds in the sheep

Charlie fast asleep in a tree

 

4. Find and copy a word from the poem which describe Percy’s skin.

 

5. Fill in the missing words.

Gita the     has a beak     and    .
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Down on the Farm Answers
1. Which animal in the poem has two tough horns? Tick one. 

   Timmy

   Sammy

   Gertie

2. Which animal in the poem has a soft woolly back? Tick one. 

   Clemmie

   Sammy

   Harry

3. Match the animal to what they do in the poem.

David pecks seeds from the yard

Timmy herds in the sheep

Charlie fast asleep in a tree

 

4. Find and copy a word from the poem which describe Percy’s skin.

One of the following: pink; rough.

5. Fill in the missing words.

Gita the goose has a beak sharp and hard.
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Down on the Farm Questions
1. Which of these animals is not in the poem? Tick one.. 

   a goat

   a bull

   a goose

2. Match the animal to their actions in the poem.

Clemmie sleeps in a tree

Daisy quacks loudly

Timmy enjoys giving milk

 

3. Find and copy two words from the poem which describe Sammy’s back.

 

 

4. Fill in the missing words.

Percy the       has        skin that is      .

5. Who has fur which is as soft as silk?

 

6. Which animal from the poem is your favourite? Why?
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Down on the Farm Answers
1. Which of these animals is not in the poem? Tick one.. 

   a goat

   a bull

   a goose

2. Match the animal to their actions in the poem.

Clemmie sleeps in a tree

Daisy quacks loudly

Timmy enjoys giving milk

 

3. Find and copy two words from the poem which describe Sammy’s back.

soft

woolly

4. Fill in the missing words.

Percy the pig has pink skin that is rough.

5. Who has fur which is as soft as silk?

Harry the horse has fur which is as soft as silk.

6. Which animal from the poem is your favourite? Why?

Pupils’ own responses, such as: My favourite animal is the pig because 

I think they are cute.
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What can you see on the farm?
Write some sentences about the photo.
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My Farm Design

Key

gate tree

farm house

hay

harvest field

pond

tractor

barn field
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My Farm Design
Add some animals to your farm.

Key

dog sheep

duck

donkey

goose

horse

cat

cow

goat

chicken

pig
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My Farm Design
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The Countryside Code 
The Countryside Code helps us to look after the plants and animals in the 

countryside.

Match up the codes with the reason why we should keep that code.

Draw a picture for one of the Countryside Codes.

Do not light fires so that they don’t 

chase and frighten 

farm animals.

Shut gates behind you because animals 

can eat it and get 

very poorly.

Keep your dog 

under control

to make sure you 

don’t get lost.

Follow the paths in case they harm 

plants and animals.

Do not drop litter so that farm animals 

don’t escape from 

their fields.
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The Countryside Code Answers 
The Countryside Code helps us to look after the plants and animals in the 

countryside.

Match up the codes with the reason why we should keep that code.

Do not light fires so that they don’t 

chase and frighten 

farm animals.

Shut gates behind you because animals 

can eat it and get 

very poorly.

Keep your dog 

under control

to make sure you 

don’t get lost.

Follow the paths in case they harm 

plants and animals.

Do not drop litter so that farm animals 

don’t escape from 

their fields.
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The Countryside Code 
The Countryside Code helps us to look after the plants and animals in the 

countryside.

Fill in the missing words.

1. Do not light fires because they might     plants and  

     animals.

2. Shut gates behind you because animals might          from their fields.

3. Keep your dog under control because it might       and  

     sheep.

4. Follow the paths to make sure you don’t get    .

5. Do not drop litter because animals might     it and become ill. 

Litter should be put in the     .

Word Bank

eat

escape damage bin

lost chase harm

frighten

Why do we have the Countryside Code?

               

               

               

Draw a picture for the code you think is the most important.
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The Countryside Code Answers 
The Countryside Code helps us to look after the plants and animals in the 

countryside.

Fill in the missing words.

1. Do not light fires because they might     plants and  

     animals.

2. Shut gates behind you because animals might          from their fields.

3. Keep your dog under control because it might       and  

     sheep.

4. Follow the paths to make sure you don’t get    .

5. Do not drop litter because animals might     it and become ill. 

Litter should be put in the     .

Word Bank

eat

escape damage bin

lost chase harm

frighten

Why do we have the Countryside Code?

Draw a picture for the code you think is the most important.

damage 

harm 

escape 

chase 
frighten 

lost

eat 
bin

We have the Countryside Code to make sure we all look after the 
plants and animals. We need to keep them from being harmed or 
damaged so that everyone can enjoy them/they are living things.
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The Countryside Code Answers 
The Countryside Code helps us to look after the plants and animals in the 

countryside.

Complete these sentences.

Do not light fires because           

               

Shut gates behind you, otherwise          

               

Keep your dog under control because         

               

Follow the paths because           

               

Do not drop litter because           

               

Which Countryside Code do you think is the most important? Explain your 

reasons.               
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The Countryside Code Answers 
The Countryside Code helps us to look after the plants and animals in the 

countryside.

Complete these sentences.

Do not light fires because they might kill or harm animals and 

damage plants.

Shut gates behind you, otherwise animals might escape from their fields.

Keep your dog under control because 

and other farm animals. 

Follow the paths because otherwise you might get lost.

Do not drop litter because 

and get very ill.

Which Countryside Code do you think is the most important? Explain your 

reasons. Pupil’s own response.

it might chase and frighten sheep

it looks horrible and animals might eat it
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goose

goat

pond

barn

duck

sheep

donkey

farmer

egg

haystack

Farm Wordsearch

k d o n k e y q r  

z u p e r g u h y  

z d h b v g t a v  

d u c k z f a y e  

d b a r n a o s e  

n n o x s r g t s  

o d d t s m m a o  

p e e h s e z c o  

q i c d a r c k g
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haystack
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Spring Writing Activity
Write a sentence about each of the spring pictures.  

Use the boxes at the top to help you.

blossom

flowers tree

bud

sound it out

finger spaces

full stopgrow
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Spring Writing Activity
Write a sentence about each of the spring pictures.  

Use the boxes at the top to help you. 

baby

lamb field

chick 

sound it out

finger spaces

full stop
hatch
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Spring Writing Activity
What can you see in the spring picture? Can you write a sentence about the 

picture? Use the boxes at the top to help you.

sound it out

finger spaces

full stop
sun

lamb butterflytime 

springchick 
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